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By John Adair

Kogan Page Ltd, United Kingdom, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. 3rd Revised edition. Language:
English . Brand New Book. In Decision Making and Problem Solving, leadership guru John Adair
provides the techniques and insights you need to find solutions, spark creativity and confidently
make the right decisions. Being able to take innovative and creative approaches to new challenges
is crucial for leadership success. Decision Making and Problem Solving will help you to learn key
techniques and models to confidently make the best decisions and solve the hardest problems.
Using checklists, exercises, case studies and tried-and-tested methods, Adair provides a clear
framework that can generate ideas and inspire confidence in your team - so you can spot the
solution in every problem, and create ideas to rival even the best strategists. The creating success
series of books. With over one million copies sold, the hugely popular Creating Success series covers
a wide variety of topics and is written by an expert team of internationally best-selling authors and
business experts. This indispensable business skills collection is packed with new features, practical
content and inspiring guidance for readers across all stages of their careers.
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ReviewsReviews

The book is fantastic and great. It is loaded with knowledge and wisdom You are going to like the way the article writer create this ebook.
-- Am a ya  K ing-- Am a ya  K ing

Here is the finest publication we have read right up until now. It is actually writter in easy words instead of di icult to understand. Its been written in an
remarkably easy way in fact it is only right after i finished reading this book in which basically changed me, modify the way i really believe.
-- Pr of . V a nessa  Sm itha m  V-- Pr of . V a nessa  Sm itha m  V
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